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A New Frontier 

“We have a quality commitment to our Toyota 
brand vehicle owners to ensure they are able 

to receive a proper and safe repair on the 
vehicles we sell.”   

“We are conceptualizing a program that help 
us fulfill our obligations to our customers…” 

 



Toyota is taking bold steps … 

•Answering the demand to ensure our Toyota owners have a 
choice that can fix it right, fulfilling our obligation to our 
customers …. 

•Responding to repairers demand on OE repair Procedures 

•Supply repairers with repair procedures connected with 
complete repair blueprints.  

•Plan to work with estimating companies and others to develop 
the new approach.  

•Intend to work with key companies to package the concept 
and integrate the approach into the shop systems and collision 
repair industry.  



Current Estimating Approach  
vs  

Predictive Estimating 

•Currently, we estimate by “addition” adding lines to a blank 
sheet of paper… 

•Predictive Estimating assumes repair procedures and parts 
related to the type and location of the damage. 

•Provides repairers with the complete package or kit of all 
related items. 
 



Predictive Estimating … 

•Proactive approach assumes that the types of damage will 
require corresponding sets of repairs functions, related parts, 
and specific repair procedures. 

•Innovative proactive estimating approach groups all of the 
related items into repair packages or kits according to the 
type and location of the damage.  

•Allows the estimator to start with all of the elements 
of a complete and proper repair on the estimate.  

•Estimator eliminates or omits those items that are not needed.  



Predictive Estimating … 

•When estimating by omission versus starting with a blank 
sheet, repairers are more likely to include all of the appropriate 
repair methodology, procedures, and parts. 

•Estimators won’t miss key repair items. 

•We have also included all of the Repair Procedures next to the 
line item so there is no missing of critical steps. 
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